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CAREER LADDERS OF MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

Interest in career research is deflected in the recent creation of

career interest groups within the Academy of ,Management and AmerfCan

Psychological Assodiation as well as repent publications (Driver, 1980;

Hall & Hall, 1980). Most of the modern career theories focus upon career

' stages of individuals, particularly professionals (Barlolome' & Evans,

1979; Dalton, Thompson-& F(rice, 1977; Schein, 108).

An individual differences approach to career pathshas been taken

by Driver (1980). He identified four career types: (a) linear, siAle

upward movement, (b) steady state, single career with littl upward move I,
;.

ment, (c) transitory, frequent cMnges in career an Yspiral, few

Lhabges in career with upwa.rd movement in each car ije Driver's
/

theory is interesting, it does not provide organ ith an under/ .

standing of its members' movement within the,organi . Verdi (1980)

has argujM for the integration of individual career' models, with organize-
.

t4onal models sa that both individuals and, organizations can be served.

From the organizational pelt'spective, "career" typ4.call describes a

series of job 'experiencas which"provide a person with improved skills and

-abilities (Digman, 1978). Organizations assume that placing people in

different jobs, perhaps with increases in responsibility, will make them

better able to assume jobs in upper levels of management. If this assump-.

tion is correct, then different career paths should lead to the acqui-

'sition of,different skills and abilities, and individuals in similar posi-

tions"with'di

I
fe,rent work histories shbuld report engaging in different

types of job activities, reqbiring,dfferent types of skills and having

__./. different perceptions of work. In additionit may be expected that the
. .

next job they would like to hold will be affected by their past d<reer
. ,,
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hiratory. Different career paths may result in different levels of,idvn-
,

tification with the occupation, organization,job.and withdrawal behaviors

(intention to leave and turnover).

The data reported here focus on the most common career paths of men-
.

tal health administrator's. "Comparipons between occupants of these careers

will' be made on the variable4lpresented in Table 1. These variables in-'
.43fr

elude both self reported role responsibikities (e.g. training needs;'grob-

lems on the job),Isychological climate Variables (e.g. vale conflict, role

ambiguity), withdrawal behaviors (e.g. intention to leave), commitment (e.g.
sm.

commitment to organization), organizational characteristics (e.g. s'ize df
*

budget, staff), and factors \onsidered)when taking:another job (e.g. famil3,,

community).

SUBJECTS:

METHOD

Mental health administrators in Michigan Minnesota, and Wisconsin

were requested to participate in a study of turnover rates of such admini-

strators. All community, level mental health systems in Wisconsin and

Minnesota were contacted while from Michigan, a 40% stvatified random sample

based on population- of the catchment. area' was selected. Of.,the 110-

systems contacted, 109 allowed(partcipation of at -least some administrators.

One director did not allow anyone to be included. Ina second.system

the director allowed staff to be interviewed but not himself. In a third

system the direc1r was interviewed, but he did not all staff to parti--
a
L.J.15at . From these 109 systems, 314 directors and administrators reporting

.

-r

to these directors were interviewed. A queationnaire.as left. with each

persOn interviewed; of these 314; 287 were returned for a response rate'df 9'2%.

4 ,

.
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'A questionnaire was left for administrators' spouses; of these 230, 192

were returned for a 74% response rate.

INSTRUMENTS:

Semi-structured interviews and questionnaires were employed. The in-

terview included questions concerning work^activities,, skills needed,

past work history both within and out of present organization, perceived
4

training needs for self and subordinates, frequency of experieiced stress

and its precipitators, controlling board characteristics, perceived prob-
.

lems on,the job, past living history, marital status,number and ages of

children. (See Table 1 for a summa..)

The .dministrator's,questionnaire contained five major types of

questions. These included: (a) biographical information, (b) community
4

satisfaction, (c) importance of work and nonwork components in decision to

leave both community and job (d) organizational climate and (e) personality.

The spouse's questionnaire contained items similar to the administra-

tor's questionnaire. These included; (a) community satisfaction, (b)

importance of work and nonwork in the dAision to leave both job and com-

munity, (c4 spouse's past living history, (d) community characterists and

(e) spouse's participation in the decision to leave present community..

PROCEDURE:

Each administrator was ilterviewed separately in his /her office by

one of three interviewers. The interview required from one to four hours to

complete after which questionnaires were left for the Spouqe and administra-
4

for to complete and return. Each questionnaire contained a three digit

number to allow the matching of interview, questionnaire and spouse data

and to maintain.Confidentiality. Because an 18 month follow-up was to

be conducted, the, data were identified by lob title, system code, and



mother s maiden name.

4

,1/ne month after the/i erview, administrators who had no, returned
,

a qu stionnaire were contacted by telephone: ,A second telephone call was

made 'two months after the interview. Thiee,ponths after the interview the

',administrator was Called for the final One.

The interview data were coded using specific categories for each of

the questions. puestionnaire data were compressed into composite-scores

via factor analysis'or internal' consistency analysis.
'es

Feedback of informatioE was conducted by -sending four reports to each

system. These reports inFluded: (a) statistical presentation of administra,

torts' data, (b), narrative of administrators' results, (c)

`spouses' statistical data, and.(d) spouses' narrative of results. All

spouses requesting Information received the spouses' statistical and nar

rative reports.

RESULTS

Career types were identified by choosing:' (a) educational level,

(b) nonmental health work experience, and.(c) number of direct serii:ce

positions held prior to administration. These six career types.included

(a) admlnistrators with bachelors degrees or less) whose career began4,

in mental health (MHB , (b) administrators (i7ith advanced degrees) whose
',

career began in mental,health butthey. held no direct service positions

prior to adMiniatrative positions (MHAO), (c) administrators (with advanced
, 2

degrees) who held ene,direct service position prior to an administrative

position (MHA1), (d) admsnistrators (with advhned degrees) whose careers

`began in mental 'health and who held two or more direct service positions

prior to an administrative position (MHO.), (e) adminIttrators (with bache
..

ors degrees) whose career did not beOln in mental health (NMHB), and (f)

4
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..health. Yet 37% of the sample hatt,nnt begun their working' c eey<Athin-

-,;)

5 k
A

administrators (with advanoe'd degrees) whose career did not beginin mental
a

health (NMHA). birect service was hot identified for persons without ad-

vanced deOees because of relatively small sample sizes. The first four

career types represent individuals with.a 'singular career path as a'mental

health professional while the latter two types represent individuals with

multiple. careers with at least one full ttme nonmental health job. Table

2 present's the six cateer paths identified. As the table displays, most
gp

adminirat4xs held advanced degrees and,beian their careers in mental

the mental health

Comparisons were made between the six career types--on academic disci-

Tithe (Psychology, Social Work and others). Res-Ilts of the analysis 2re-

sented in Table 3 show that 'career types,were not vually represented across

academic disciplines. As might be expected those not having a,degree in

Psychology or Social Work were MOre.'litely to hold positions out of mental,

health. Those withiorthe "other" category were less/likely to have ari
... .

.

a,,,,dganced degree. A comparison between career types on types of positions held

(director of system, director of agency in-system, coordinator of a service)

..%4<
OS

. 0.

indicated career types were
.N.

equally represented ip the three kinds of positions.

Multiple discriminant' analyses were performed on the self,reported activite

ties; skills needed to be effective, training. needs and problems faced on.the

job. Only the analysis on activities performed on ehe job produced a sighifi--

caat discriminant function (X.160)=69.32, p <.05). Table 4 presents the stan-

dardized discriminant' function weights, correlation of variables with the over-7

all function, univariate means and group centroidsfor the one significant func-'

tion for activities on the job. As the table displays, threelariables had stan-

dardized weights grefter than-.40 and four had correlations greater than (240

The fiction is defined by boundary spanning activities of Public Relations,

cMeetings, and Generai,Administration on ope end and specific Program Coordi-

A
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nation on, the other. This represents a.general to specific continuum in

that those engaged in activities on the boundary spanning end of the con-
%

tinuum have greater,diversity of activities and appear to include more

general management. activities while the program end of the continuum is

specific to a single program. As the univariate means and group centroids

show,.singular career Occupants who held at least two.direct service posi-

tions and who hold advanced degrees do the more general activities while

less educated (singular and nonsingular careers) do specific., progiam man-
.

agement. This might lead one to believe that the former group held posi-
t

.tions with greater resppnsibility1and importance.' Yet discriminant analyses

on objective characteristics of each position (e.g. size of budget, num-
.

.ber of employees, contracting) and characteristics of each system (e.g.

size of budget; employees, number of programs provided) did not distinguiSh

between career types. Nonetheless different career typesdo appear 'In

positions with different activities.

Discriminant-analyses on role characteristics, perceived rote and

"job satisfaction-produced no significant functions. Frequency of stress

and symptoms of stress were also compared across cereer'types with no dif-

ferences found. Although'career types may not differ on frequency and

symptoms of stress, it is,possible there are differences in situations

which precipitate stress. multiple discriminant analysis on the stress

situations id tified in Table 1 indicated no significant functions yet

one univariate F was significant. This significant finding indicated

that "personal s0le" was more of a Cause of stress for (a) those with

advanced degrees and no direct service background and (b) those with ad-.

vAced degrees whose career did'not begin in Mental health.\

A multiple discriminant analysis on commitment to the job,, job im-

portance'.and commitment to the organization was performed. Again there
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was not a significant discriminant function yet pnivar.iate.aralyses indi-

cated significant differences between career types with those beginning

careers out of mental health perceiving their jobs as less important.

4

Another set of discriminant analyses,were performed on aspects of

withdrawal behaviors including what administrators considered when, taki*

.*past job and what they would consider in the future. Again the analysed

indicated no significant differences,

To determine if the specific combination of the three history vari-

ab/es employed was masking effects of individual variables, correlations were

calculated between the individual history variables and the variables in-
.

0.uded in the discriminant analyses presented above. This analysis in-

.dicated few significanfs-rtlationships between ther variables and education

level and number of.direct service jobs. iTable 5 presents the significant,

relationships which include: (a) the more education administrators had, the

less they weighed nonwork components in the decision to take another job,

and the more they weighed work when taking last job, (b) the more direct ser-

vice positions administrators had held, the older they, were, the less family

played a role in administrators' decision to leave, and the more likely,

they, said they would leave In the next year.

The results for first job (mental health or not) indicated more sig-

nificant findings. Table-6 presents these results. As expected'those not

beginning in mental health had 1).rticipated in more organizations than those

in mental health. Those beginning in mental health had more education

than those out of mental, health. The Most interesting of the findings in-

dicated that nonwork related variables were more impyrtant to those whp

began work in nonmental health settings.

Ark analysis of position characteristics indicated that both education

level and - singular career in mental health were related to having a larger
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staff, (both/administrators and direct servic,Wand lirger number ofpeople re-

8

,porting directly to them. Due to the significant correlatjon between singular

career in mental health and education level, this relationship was partialect

Out of the correlations between education and position characteristics and also
V

partialed out of the relationships between singular career and position charac-
,.

tefistids. The result of this analysis was the elimination of all but one sig-

nificant relationship between education and position characteristics (number of

II

staff reporting directly to Administrators) while all'of the significant rela-

tiOnships remained for singular career. This indicates-thaLa single career

in mental health does result in some differences in position characteristics.
\
Although few significant . differences ,Were found between career types on

.
.

levels of specific job related variables, it is possible that differences in re-

lationships betwei these variables may exist within career types. To ascertain

if such relationships did exist, three outcome variables were 'analyzed: (a) job
,

satisfaction, (b) intention to leave the organization and.(c actually leaving

kEhe organization. Role variables of ambiguity, conflict, overload, job impor-

tance and job commitment along with organizational commitment were employed to

p dict the three outcome variables. Two multiple,Agressions were performedIt
for each outcome varia131 le for each career type and'total sample. The first re-

gression included all the predictors with significant beta weights (p <.05)

using a stepwize forward inclusion analytis.

Table 7 presents results of the first. .1 of regressions. Within

..Or the table the standardized beta weights are displayed with the sample sizes

and multiple correlations for.each-career type and, overall sample. As

displayed in the table, magnitude of prediction decreased frolrjob seas-
.

(faction to intention to actual turnover. Despite the relatively low multiple

Correlation for turnover, it is important t,p note that an 18 month lag

existed between the measurement of role variables and determination of the

turnover sample.
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Table' 8 presents results of regression analyses witH the most par-

simonious combination of predictor.variables.' Only statistically signifi-

c nt standardized beta weights are presented. OrganiZational commitment

was,the variable which appeared consistently across outcomes and career

'types. Job importance anecommitment were significant for satisfaction and

intention but not fOr actual turnover. In contrast,4Ole conflict was

not significant for satisfaction and intention but it was for actual turn-

over. Role ambiguity.was related to dissatisfaction while rolveverload

was related to intention. In general the results indicated significant pre-

diction of outcome, variables with relationships generally in the ex-
,

pected .direction (e.g. job satisfaction 'positively related to job importance

and commitment and negatively related to.ambiguity and conflict.)

Differences between career types appeared throughout the analyses.

JOb satisfaction and intention were significantly predicted for all career

types while turnover could not be predicted. for MHB types. Specific variables

related to satisfaction differed across career types. with differences ap-

pearing tetween singular and multiple_career types. Role ambiguity was

most important for NMHA whilejOb importance was critical for' NMHB.

The r esults for intention to leave were less clear. Job imporfance2

was relatedfor four of the types but not for MHAO and NMHB types. Type

AHA indicated suppressor variables were present in that job commitment was

positively related rather than negatively' related to intention to leave.

Specific variables related to turnover indicated that commitment to

the 'organization was the best predictor for MHA1, MHAO-and NMHB. No

variable predicted turnover for taid while role conflict predicted It for

ARA. Admninistrators with advanced degrees and no direct service experience y.

had two variables related to turnover, job importance and job satisfaction.

In Contrast to analyses comparing career types. on levels of variables
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differences between career tilpes on prediction of outcome variable's did appear..

Due to the large number of analyses, a summary of significant findings

is presented below
A

4Those with advanced degrees and several direct service positions
. ,

weie more likelyto engage infgeneral management, boundary spanning activities

0
. than those with other career paths.

Those with more education when seeking another job weighed non-
.

.'/work less than those
4
with less education.

Those having held more direct service posit?bns were more lil?ely

to say they were going to 1pave the job within the next year.

Those having a singular career in mental health tended to be

better educated, weighed nonwork less in a decision to take another. job',

i"

and had larger staffs working for Chem than those with multiple career patbs.

Ignoring career path, job satisfaction was predicted by commit-

ment to organization, commitment to the job, job importance, and role .

ambiguity. 41,

Igrioring career path, intention to-leave was predicted by commit-

ment to the organization, commitment_to the Yob, job importance and role over-
..

",04

load.

Ignoring career path, turnover was predicted by commitment to the

organization and role conflict.

(

The job satisfaction of those having heldjobs outside the mental

health field was more affected by role ambiguity and job importance.

The job satisfaction of those with multiple direct service jobs-

was affected by-role conflict and overload.

For those d began their career in mental health administra-
..

tion, role ambiguity affected job satisfaction.

12
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Ror'those with multiple d ct service jobs IA\ inental %health, '

role conflict predicted intention to leave.

For those with multiple direct service jobs, turnover was influenced.
.

by job importance and job satisfaction.
4

Those who began their career id nonmental health settings were

more affected by role conflict both.in intention to leaye and actual leaving.

'DISCU SSION

. .

The results indicate that career types, as defined 'herein, do not re=
4 4

suit in differences in reactions to the job (role conflict), cotwitment to

the job or organiption, nor- differences in skill needed for the job, and

problems face& on the job. Stress experienced on the'job, a contgp closely

,
.

. -..

ed to'burndut7(Perlman & Hartman, in press), did not discriminate be-1.

itw en career types, d thus there appears to be'Io padt history which one

can point to qs the cause of burnout.

There were. some' differences in _terms of4tivities performed on .the

job. Those having advanced degreet and several dire t service positions

engaii in more boundary spinning activities and lgOrs p gram coordination

than those with less eddcation (first career in mental health or not). or

6ose With advanced degrees with only one direct service position. These

career types may be following a career path which allowed them to experience,

a-broader rangt of mental health activities.

Results of analyses comparing specific components of the career defi

nition indicated th4Lmost significant variable to be having a singular career'

in mental health. Whether a person began, in mental health or not resulted in

different position characteristics, with those having a singular career

having greater personnel ggsponsibilities, Also those with.muitipie careers

were more concerned about nonwork variables when considering new positiOns:
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These results may indicate that multiple careerindividuals do n ot have as

strong a professional role Orientation as singular career people.

. .

The cpnclept of "her types within mental health.may have relevance

for determininiipossible fit between positions and past work.and dducational

history. Someone without,an advanced degree is more likely to be involved

in specific programs while those with advanced degrees and multiple direct

service positions have broader responsibilities. fp,

Prediction of Job outcomes (satisfaction, intention to leave and turn7

indicated that those with'multiple careers and adyanced degrees were
. ....r7-

-

more likely to be dissatisfied and to-leave as a result of cov?flict and

.
.

ambiguity. More attenrItn must be paid to these profession4ls with respect

to role definition. These indiViduals appear to have a greater reaction

to these aspects of the job than do other career types (singular gareer,

bachelors degree or less). Thoseindividuals who have held several direct.

4
.bervice jobs with advanced degrees respond more to conLict and overload

.
and are more likely td leave the organization because o f lack of job/impor-

taftce. Specific attention to developing mealingful work for these.indivi-

retaining.duals is important in hem. This may be a result of their ex-
" 4

tensive experience coupled with greater ed ation. It would be interesting

to determine if thefractually leave admin Ad return to direolt.

service in another organization.

Due to the lack of consistency inelabeling poditions across mental

health organizations, it was extremely difficult to compare or assign indi-

Aftvidualegip scitic types of careers. This lack of consistent definition

led to the more "gross" categorization herein. A more consistent use of

titles related to positidn responsibilities would be of benefit in the

attempt.to define career types and should.resuat'in a better derstanding

of careers,in 'mental health. e

1.4
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Overall, the concept of different career types is supported not by

actual differences between these types in terms of self reported reactions

4101to the work environment. Rather it is supported by differential relationships
\ , ,

between these job variables and critical outcome variabl'es such as satisfaction

and turnougr.

D

4.!

A
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TABLE 1

Variables Used in Primary Data Apaiyses

Job Activities

Public Rela&ons
Meetings

Program Coordination
Personnel AministratorS
Budget MOnit2ring

ProgramoDevelopment
Planniv
Budget Development.
Contracting
General Administration'

Skills Needed to be Effective

Communication
Personality
Interpersonal
Knowledge oftrisability
Systems
Budgeting
PolitiCal
Problem Solving,

Problems on Job

Staff Relationships
External Relationships-
Role Characteristics
Budget

Personal Style (
Service Delivery

Stress Sit4ations

Role Characteristics
. External Political Relationships
IAternal Conflict,
budgets

Personal
'Servicet

Style

Role Characteristics

DoTime Administration
Budget

Agencies Contracted
Staff Size 3
Direct Servicg
Administrative
Span of Control

AY.

Perceived_Role

Role Ambiguity
`Challenge and Variety on Job
Role Overload
Role Conflict
Job, Commitment
Job Importance
Job Autonomy

'Work Satisfaction

Intrinsic
Extrinsic

' Overall

Commitment

Organizatign
Occupation
Job

Withdrawal

Inteniosi to Stay
Turnover/

Opportunities for anothdr job

Considerations f7r,Next Job

Intrinsic Work
Co-workers
Extrinsic Work
-Family

Community Facilities-
Leisure

Residents' Values,

Community Location

System Characteristics

17

Budget
Employees

Administrators
Contracting



I Table 2

Definition of Career Types and Distribution

Direct Service

First Job Degree Positions Number Perpentage Label

Mental Hehlth BA/BS, or less 28 9.6%

%.,.

MHB

Mental Health Advanced 1 49 16.8% MHA1
,

MHA2
Mental Health Advanced

.

2 or more 71 24.3%

Mental Health Advanced 0 37 12.7% '1 ICAO
4 ,...

.
.

.
.

Non Mental Health BA/BS or less 38 13.0% NMHB

Non Mental Health Advanc4 69 23.6% NMHA

'I

7

C

I
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0 0

q

Career Paths by Discipline

0.-
Psychology Social Work Other

MHB '2% (1) 5% (5) 16% (18)\
1

MHAl 27% (15) 19% (20)' 11% (13)
(

4, .

MHA2 34% (19) 36%'(38) 11% (13)

MHAO 21% (12) 14% (15) 9% (10)

NMHB 5% (3) 6% (6) 18% (21)

,41(
'MBA 11 %'(6) 20% (21) 35% (40)

x
2

= 57.06 d.f. = 10

19
4

40'

N
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Table 4

Significant Didc.4minant ,Function
for Job Activities

, 4 Standardized Correlation with
Activity X SD . F Weights Functions

Public Relations .76 .79 1.97 .60 .40
Meetings - inhouse .. 64 . .64 1.74 .61 .44
Program Coordination .47 -. .59 68* -.31 -.51
Personnel Administration -.46 .62 .78 .13- -.01
Budget Monitoring. .48 . .50 .60 .27 .18
Program Development Ob- .65 1.27 .21 .02
Planning .45 .50 .53 .24 .19
Budget Development .44 .50 1.64 -.07 -.16
Contracting .21 .41 .43 .23 .03
.General Administration .13 .35 1.85 .55 .41

Career
Public

Relations
X

Meetings Coordination Administration Centroid,

'MHB .71 .54 .57 .14 -.34
MHA1 .76 .53 .59 .10 -.21
MHA2 '.82 .82, .32 .25 .47
MHAO .76 .65 .38 .08 -.15
NMHB .42 ,. .61 .63 .11 -.53
NMHA .90 .74 . .43 ..13 4.17
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Table.5

Significant Cprrelation of
Educatioh and Direct Service Positions

4

Education

-.11,'
fr

Impovtance of community services for taking a new job

Importance of community lues for taking a new job -.t5'

Number Direct ervice Positions

Intention to leave .11

Importance of intrinsic work factors for taking a new job -.10

Importance of family for taking a new job -.12

Age

I
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Table ,0

sks,

Significant Correlations of
Singular versus Multiple Careers

Careers (1 = Mental Health, 2 = Non Mental Health)

Total number organizations worked in .19

Highest Degree -.24

Importace of community services for taking a new job .13

Importance of leisure activities for taking a new job . .14

Importance of climate for taking a new job 410

Importance of community values for taking a new job .15

PO
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Table 7 .

Direct Solution,

Job Satisfaction

-Overall MHB MHAI MHA2 MHAO NMHB NMHAOrg. Commitment 26** 61* 22** 39 23* 42 10Ambiguity -18** -05 -08 02 -33* 08 -46**'Job Importance 15* -40 - 28 13 15 50* 10Job Commitment
/11* 09 19 05' 16 10 11Conflict. -12

--.. -30 -20 -20* -12 , 17 00Overload 00 -09 P7 _35** 06 00 08R= 63** 58* 70** 80** 76** 66 61**N 276 28 47, 67 33 37 63

Intention to Leave

Overall . MHB MHAI MHA2 MHAO NMHB NMHAJob-Importan e -28** -55* -29** -43** -16 -32 -23*Org. Commitment -23** ,-21 -15 -23 -12 -24* 1-28*Overload 10* 00 35**' -10 10 13 13Job Commitment 11* 10 -16 18 24 12 27*Conflict 09 -06 08 27* -15 -17 17*Job Satisfaction -05 -11 -05 06 -45** D2 00Ambiguity -01 -15 -25 02 -31 05 14R=
' 58** 65* 59*- 67** 69* 53 73**

Turnover

Overall MHB MHAI MHA2 MHACiA NMHB NMHAOrg. Commitment -2r*:* -26 -45 -05 00 -, -59** -23*ConfliOt 1 -19 10 14 . -12. 17 '32*Overload 07 42 -04 -11 36* -02 (-02Job,Comilitnent ' 08 00 -04 I -06 , 23 -16 20Job Ibportaye -08 00 -07 -25** 19 16 -22Ambiguity 07 -10 00 06 37 - 13 -22Job Satisfaction 02 12 04. -28** -10. _ 12 -08Rm ,46** 43- 55* 62** 59 57 52*

* p<.05
** p<.01

23
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Table 8
Parsimonious Solution

Job Satisfaction

Overall MHB MHAI MHA2 nA9. NMHB MIKA-

Ambiguity -24** . -36* -58**'

Conflict -20
Overload . -36**
Org. Cbmmitment 29** 48** 62** 48** 42*

Job Importance 16* 59**
Job Commi nt 10*

R 62**

Ambiguity
Conflict
Overload-

Org. Commitment
Job Importance
Job Commitment
Job Satisfaction

R

48**

Intenti

Overall MHB

-61**

57** =61**

13*
_28 **

-30**
10*,

62** 79** 73** 59** 58**

to Leave

MHAI MHA2 MHAO NMHB NMHA

28* 27*

39**

-45** -29*

-32* ,415** -31*
28 *

--59**

55** 63** 59** 45** 72**

Turnover

. Overall MHB MHAI MHA2 MHAO NMHB NMHA
Ambiguity
Conflict 20** ) 42 **

\

,
42

Overload c

Org. Commitment' -30** '... 54**
. -44* -51**

'Job Importance
-,

-33*k
Job. Commitment
Job Satisfaction _35**

R 44** 54** -59** 44* 51** 42**

* 104.05

** p4-01

MI6


